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Introduction
● This document provides a documentation for 

the verification of the composite steel bridge 
design of CSI Bridge.

● The model used in this tutorial was is loosely 
based on the model described in the "LRFD 
Design Example for Steel Girder Superstructure 
Bridge" (FHWA NHI-04-041) report published 
by FHWA in November 2003.



  

Overview
● Model A: apply loads to applicable geometry 

(utilize bridge design actions)
● Model B: apply all loads to fully constructed 

bridge (for preliminary design; utilize bridge 
design actions)

● Model C: use staged construction



Notation
● To easily distinguish load cases, load 

combinations, and design requests for 
individual model, precede their names by the 
model letter. For example, for Model A, the 
names would be as follows:
● Load case: “a. LC”
● Load Combination: “a- COMB”
● Design Request: “a_ DReq”



Model A



  

Model A
● Model A will not use staged construction 

analysis.
● Each loading will be applied in a separate 

(single-staged staged construction) load case 
that reflects the actual structure (non-
composite, long-term composite, short-term 
composite) that resists the applied loads.



  

Geometry



  

Geometry
● Haunch (distance from top of web to bottom of 

of slab) is 3.5”. See p. 3-12 of the FHWA 
Example.

● Effective deck thickness is 8.0” and this was 
entered into the CSI Bridge model (Note that 
total deck thickness including the sacrificial 
overlay is 8.5”.)



  

Geometry



  

Geometry – Initial Trial Plate Sizes











  

Geometry
● Define layout line on straight alignment from 0ft 

to 240ft.
● Define “Span 1 Girder” and “Span 2 Girder” 

frame section as nonprismatic sections.
● Define “Span 1 Bridge Section” and “Span 2 

Bridge Section” bridge deck sections.
● Added weight-less end diaphragms to stabilize 

the bridge before the deck is constructed.



  

Geometry - Groups
● Use the bridge object to define the following 

groups: Deck, Girders, Substructure, All But 
Deck



  

Geometry – Property Modifiers
The following sets of property modifiers were defined for area objects to allow simulating 
different types of sections during staged construction:

● “W 0, S 0”: no weight, no stiffness

● “W 0, S 1/3”: no weight, long-term stiffness

● “W 1, S 0”: full weight, no stiffness

● “W 1, S 1”: full weight, full (short-term) stiffness

● “W 1, S 1/3”: full weight, long-term stiffness



  

Geometry

Final Geometry



  

Dead Loads



  

Dead Loads
The following load cases were considered for dead load analysis

● “DC1a girders”: girder self-weight acting on non-composite section. Calculated directly from the 
selfweight of the girders.

● “DC1b misc steel”: weight of shear studs, cross-frames and bolts applied to non-composite 
section using 0.015 kips/ft per girder (or (0.015 kip/ft)(5 girders)/(46.875 ft width) = 0.0016 
ksf). 

● “DC1c forms”: weight of forms. Applied as area load to the bridge object using 0.015ksf.

● “DC1d deck and haunch”: weight of deck and haunches applied to non-composite section. 
Calculated directly from the self-weight of the deck, the haunch was neglected.

● “DC2 parapets”: weight of parapets applied to long-term composite section using 0.5 kip/ft per 
parapet (or (0.5kip/ft)(2 parapets)/(46.875 ft width) = 0.0213 ksf).

● “DW fut. w. surface”: weight of future wearing surface applied to long-term composite section 
using 0.0292 ksf applied over the roadway of 44ft width.



  

Load Patterns



  

Bridge Area Loads
Definition of dead loads using bridge area loads:



  

Bridge Design Action Types

The table below shows bridge design action types for individual load cases defined in the model:

Load Case Bridge Design Action

DC1a girders Non-composite
DC1b misc steel Non-composite
DC1c forms Non-composite
DC1d deck + haunch Non-composite
DC2 parapets Long-Term Composite
DW fut. w. surf. Long-Term Composite
LL 1 lane Short-Term Composite



  

Load Case “DC1a girders”
● This load case is used to apply the self-weight 

of the girders to non-composite section.
● Single-stage staged construction load case was 

used to add the entire structure except for the 
deck (note the the girders are stabilized by 
diaphragms) and then load the added structure 
by its self-weight.



  

Load Case “DC1b misc steel”
● This load case is used to apply the weight of 

shear studs, cross-frames, bolts, etc. to the 
non-composite section.

● The load was calculated as 0.0016ksf and is 
applied directly to the bridge deck via the 
“Bridge Loads” feature of the program.

● Single-stage staged construction load case was 
used to add the entire structure and then load 
deck by the above load. Note that the deck was 
added with negligible stiffness and zero weight 
to correctly model the non-composite section.



  

Load Case “DC1c forms”
● This load case is used to apply the weight of 

the forms to the non-composite section.
● The load was calculated as 0.015ksf and is 

applied directly to the bridge deck via the 
“Bridge Loads” feature of the program.

● Single-stage staged construction load case was 
used to add the entire structure and then load 
deck by the above load. Note that the deck was 
added with negligible stiffness and zero weight 
to correctly model the non-composite section.



  

Load Case “DC1d deck+haunch”
● This load case is used to apply the weight of the deck 

and haunches to the non-composite section.
● Single-stage staged construction load case was used 

to add the entire structure, make the stiffness of the 
deck negligible and apply the self-weight of the deck. 
Note that the deck was added with negligible stiffness 
to correctly model the non-composite section.

● The weight of the haunches is neglected, but it could 
be included by by applying bridge load to the deck that 
would represent the weight of the haunches.



  

Load Case “DC2 parapets”
● This load case is used to apply the weight of the 

parapets to the long-term composite section.
● The parapet load was calculated as 0.0213ksf and is 

applied directly to the bridge deck via the “Bridge 
Loads” feature of the program.

● Single-stage staged construction load case was used 
to add the entire structure, reduce the stiffness of the 
deck by a factor of 1/3 to model the long-term 
composite section and apply the above parapet load 
as uniform area load to the entire deck using the 
bridge load feature of the program.



  

Load Case “DW fut. w. surf.”
● This load case is used to apply the weight of the future 

wearing surface to the long-term composite section.
● The future wearing surface load was calculated as 

0.0292ksf and is applied directly to the bridge deck via 
the “Bridge Loads” feature of the program.

● Single-stage staged construction load case was used 
to add the entire structure, reduce the stiffness of the 
deck by a factor of 1/3 to model the long-term 
composite section and apply the above future wearing 
surface load as uniform area load to the entire deck 
using the bridge load feature of the program.



  

Verify Dead Load Results
● The dead load moments were compared 

against moments published on p. 3-18 of the 
FHWA design example and reasonable 
agreement was achieved. See the table on the 
next page.



  

Check Dead Load Results

Dead load moments for Interior Girder 1 [kip-ft]

Load Case Location in Span 1 Location in Span 1
0.5L 1.0L

FHWA Example CSI Bridge FHWA Example CSI Bridge
DC1a Steel Girder 124.4 114.8 -421.5 -402.4
DC1b Misc Steel (see note 1) 111.7 10.5 -357.1 -34.9
DC1c Forms - 98.8 - -326.8
DC1d Deck+Haunches 758.4 658.1 -2418.3 -2176.9
DC2 Parapets 163.8 157.7 -436.1 -420.8
DW Future Wearing Surface 198.4 216.2 -528.2 -576.8

Notes:
(1) FHWA Example includes both Misc Steel and Forms



  

Live Loads



  

Live Loads

The following load cases were considered for live load 
analysis:

● “LL - 1 lane”: single lane is applied to the entire bridge 
and distribution into individual girders is considered in 
the design phase by using user-defined user 
distribution factors



  

Live load distribution factors
● User-specified live load distribution factors were used 

to match the factors used in the “FHWA LRFD Steel 
Bridge Design Example”, p. 3-22
The following distribution were used:

● Interior girder moment: 0.696
● Exterior girder moment: 0.892
● Interior girder shear: 0.935
● Exterior girder shear: 0.795



  

Check Live Load Results

Check Live Load Effects for Interior Girder 1

LLDF Location in Span 1 Location in Span 1
0.5L 1.0L

FHWA Example CSI Bridge FHWA Example CSI Bridge
Per Lane Per Girder Per Lane Per Girder

Maximum Positive Moment [kip-ft] 0.696 1857 2741.4 1908.0 983 6.8 4.7
Maximum Negative Moment [kip-ft] 0.696 -968 -938.2 -653.0 -2450 -3375.8 -2349.6
Maximum Positive Shear [kips] 0.935 42.5 67.9 63.5 35.8 137.9 128.9
Maximum Negative Shear [kips] 0.935 -62.2 -37.3 -34.9 -131.4 -0.1 -0.1

Notes:
(1) LLDF stands for Live Load Distribution Factor
(2)

- FHWA example shears seems to follow different sign convention from CSI bridge
- FHWA example maximum positive moment at 1.0L does not seem to be correct (it should be essentially zero)
- FHWA example maximum positive shear at 1.0L does not seem to be correct (it should be essentially zero)

The yellow highligthed cells can still be considered to provide reasonable agreement between the FHWA Example and CSI Bridge if the following is 
considered:



  

Strength Limit State

ok, 4/16/2011



  

Strength Limit State
Verification Approach

● Detailed verification of CSiBridge results was 
performed for locations at 0.417L (50') and 1.0L 
(120') of the first span that correspond to the 
locations of the maximum positive moment and 
the maximum negative moment.

ok, 4/16/2011



  

Design Request Definition
● User-specified live load distribution factors 

(LLFD) were used to exactly match the LLDF 
used in the FHWA example.

ok, 4/16/2011



  

Section at 0.417L (50') for G2 – 
Positive Flexure

● Checking procedure: CSiBridge output tables 
for girder G2 at station 50ft were printed (each 
intermediate parameter or result on one row) 
and the checked against independent hand 
calculations and spreadsheet calculations

● Reasonable agreement was achieved. See 
attachment with hand calculations for details.



  

Demands for G2 Section at
0.417L (50') – Positive Flexure

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders 136.5
a. DC1b misc steel 12.7
a. DC1c forms 118.7
a. DC1d deck+haunches 790.9

a. DC1 total 1058.8 1.25 1323.5 1323.5 1309.9

a. DC2 parapets 182.4 1.25 228.0 1551.5 1537.3

a. DW fut. w. surface 250 1.5 375.0 1926.5 1911.4

LL+I - 1 lane (0.696 distr. Factor) 1963.07 1.75 3435.4 5361.9
   negative LL moment = -544.2

Total for “a- Strength 1” load combination = 5361.9

Unfactored 
Moment

Factored 
Moments

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moments

Model C Output 
(Staged Constr.)

ok, 4/16/2011



  

Demands for G2 Section at
0.417L (50') – Shear

Load Case Unfactored Shear Factor Factored Shear Comment
[kips] [kips]

a. DC1a girders 1.4
a. DC1b misc steel 0.1
a. DC1c forms 0.5
a. DC1d deck+haunches 8.2

a. DC1 total 10.2 1.25 12.75

DC2 parapets 0.4 1.25 0.5

a. DW fut. w. surface 0.5 1.5 0.75

a. LL+I (0.935 distr. Factor) 40.39 1.75 70.7

Total for “Strength 1” load combination = 84.7



  

Section at 1.000L (120') for G2 – 
Negative Flexure

● Checking procedure: CSiBridge output tables 
for girder G2 at station 120ft were printed (each 
intermediate parameter or result on one row) 
and the checked against independent hand 
calculations and spreadsheet calculations

● Reasonable agreement with hand calculations 
was achieved. See attachments for details.



  

Demands for G2 Section at
1.000L (120') – Negative Flexure
Load case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders -401.8
a. DC1b misc steel -34.3
a. DC1c forms -321.9
a. DC1d deck+haunches -2151.5

a. DC1 total -2909.5 1.25 -3636.9 -3636.9

a. DC2 parapets -423.5 1.25 -529.4 -4166.3

a. DW fut. w. surface -580.5 1.5 -870.8 -5037.0

LL+I - 1 lane (0.696 distr. Factor) -2345.32 1.75 -4104.3 -9141.3

Total for “a- Strength 1” load combination = -9141.3

Notes:

Unfactored 
Moment

Factored 
Moments

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moments

Model C Output 
(Stage Constr.)

ok, 4/16/2011



  

Demands for G2 Section at 1.000L 
(120') – Shear

FHWA Example (p. 3-31)
Load Case Unfactored Shear Factor Factored Shear

[kips] [kips] [kips] [kips]

a. DC1a girders 16.2
a. DC1b misc steel 1.1
a. DC1c forms 10.3
a. DC1d deck+haunches 75.0

a. DC1 total 102.6 1.25 128.25 114.7 143.4

a. DC2 parapets 15 1.25 18.75 16.4 20.5

a. DW fut. w. surface 20.6 1.5 30.9 19.8 29.7

LL+I - 1 lane (0.935 distr. Factor) 123.61 1.75 216.31 131.4 230.0

Sum =
Total for “a- Strength 1” load combination = 394.21 423.5

Factored 
Shear

Unfactored 
Shear



  

120ft

50ft

Strength Limit State Summary - Flexure and Shear

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1F) output:
  MuPos = 5340 kip-ft
  MrPos = 6151 kip-ft
  D/C ratio = 0.868

  Vu = 84.39 kips
  Vr = 306.50 kips
  D/C ratio = 0.275

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1F) output:
  fbuComp = -47.36 ksi
  FrcNeg = -41.56 ksi
  D/C ratio = 1.139

  Vu = 391.28 kips
  Vr = 306.50 kips
  D/C ratio = 1.276



  

Screenshots of Design Results



  

Screenshots of Design Results
● The following pages contain screenshots of 

selected design output from CSiBridge.



  



  



  



  



  

Strength Limit State -
With Pours



  

● The analysis is similar to the Strength Limit 
State without pours, but the deck and hauch 
load is applied in pours.



  

Demands for G2 Section at
0.417L (50') – Positive Flexure

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders 136.5
a. DC1b misc steel 12.7
a. DC1c forms 118.7
a. DC1d pour 1 (0-80) 1031.11
a. DC1d pour 2 (160-240) -366.47
a. DC1d pour 3 (80-160) 99.15

a. DC1 total 1031.69 1.25 1289.61 1289.6

a. DC2 parapets 182.4 1.25 228 1517.6

a. DW fut. w. surface 250 1.5 375 1892.6

LL+I - 1 lane (0.696 distr. Factor) 1963.07 1.75 3435.37 5328.0
   negative LL moment = -544.2

Total for “a- Strength 1 (pours)” load combination = 5327.98

Notes:

Unfactored 
Moment

Factored 
Moment

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moments

Model C Output 
(Staged Constr.)



  

Demands for G2 Section at
1.000L (120') – Negative Flexure

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders -401.79
a. DC1b misc steel -33.51
a. DC1c forms -314.24
a. DC1d pour 1 (0-80) -762.79
a. DC1d pour 2 (160-240) -894.49
a. DC1d pour 3 (80-160) -552.18

a. DC1 total -2959 1.25 -3698.75 -3698.8

a. DC2 parapets -417.72 1.25 -522.15 -4220.9

a. DW fut. w. surface -572.65 1.5 -858.98 -5079.9

LL+I - 1 lane (0.696 distr. Factor) -2336.22 1.75 -4088.39 -9168.3

Total for “a- Strength 1 (pours)” load combination = -9168.26

Notes:

Unfactored 
Moment

Factored 
Moment

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moments

Model C Output 
(Staged Constr.)



  

Fatigue Limit State



  

120ft

50ft

Fatigue Limit State Summary - Web Fatigue

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1W) output:

  Vu = 12.89 kips
  Vcr = 368.56 kips
  D/C ratio = 0.034

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1W) output:

  Vu = 32.58 kips
  Vcr = 368.56 kips
  D/C ratio = 0.088



  

Service Limit State



  

120ft

50ft

Service Limit State Summary - Flexure

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1W) output:
  ffBot = 41.8 ksi
  FrBot = 47.5 ksi
  D/C ratio = 0.880

CSiBridge (V15.0.0_1W) output:
  ffBot = -33.18 ksi
  FrBot = 47.28 ksi
  D/C ratio = 0.701



  

Constructability Limit State



  

General Comments
● Use Strength IV load combination for constructability limit state (high dead 

load to live load ratio); relevant AASHTO LRFD 2008 References:
● Art. 3.4.1 (Load Factors and Load Combinations) on p. 3-8
● Table 3.4.1-1 (Load Combinations and Load Factors) on p. 3-13
● Art. 3.4.2 (Load Factors for Construction Loads) on p. 3.14-1

● Other References:
● AASHTO LRFD 2008, Figure C6.4.1 (Flowchart for LRFD Article 6.10.3 - 

Constructibility)
● FHWA Example p. 3-48 to 3-56



  

Demands for G2 Section
at 0.417L (50') - Flexure

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders 136.77
a. DC1b misc steel 12.36
a. DC1c form 115.92
a. DC1d deck+haunches 781.58

a. DC1 total 1046.63 1.5 1569.95

Notes:

(3) G2 is interior girder 1

Unfactored 
Moment

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moment

The factored moment represents the 
“a- Strength 4” load combination

(1) “a- Strength 4” load combination is used to obtain demands for the constructability limit state.
(2) The above results were obtained from CSiBridge V15.1.0_S

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Demands for G2 Section
at 1.000L (120') - Flexure

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders -401.79
a. DC1b misc steel -33.57
a. DC1c form -314.7
a. DC1d deck+haunches -2127.89

a. DC1 total -2877.95 1.5 -4316.93

Notes:

(3) G2 is interior girder 1

Unfactored 
Moment

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moment

The factored moment represents the 
“a- Strength 4” load combination

(1) “a- Strength 4” load combination is used to obtain demands for the constructability limit state.
(2) The above results were obtained from CSiBridge V15.1.0_S.

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Demands for G2 Section
at 1.000L (120') - Shear

Load Case Factor Comment

[kip-ft] [kip-ft]

a. DC1a girders 16.19
a. DC1b misc steel 1.13
a. DC1c form 10.62
a. DC1d deck+haunches 75.04

a. DC1 total 102.98 1.5 154.47

Notes:

(3) G2 is interior girder 1

Unfactored 
Moment

Cumulative 
Factored 
Moment

The factored moment represents the 
“a- Strength 4” load combination

(1) “a- Strength 4” load combination is used to obtain demands for the constructability limit state.
(2) The above results were obtained from CSiBridge V15.1.0_S.

ok, 4/25/2011



  

120ft

50ft

Constructability Limit State Summary - Flexure and Shear

CSiBridge (V15.1.0_Y) output:
  fbuComp = -25.12 ksi
  FrcPos = 38.71 ksi
  D/C ratio = 0.649

  Vu = 15.02 kips
  Vr = 306.50 kips
  D/C ratio = 0.049

CSiBridge (V15.1.0_Y) output:
  fbuComp = -22.56 ksi
  FrcNeg = 41.28 ksi
  D/C ratio = 0.547

  Vu = 153.50 kips
  Vr = 306.50 kips
  D/C ratio = 0.501

ok, 5/7/2011



  

CSiBridge Tabular Output



  

G2 section at 50' (0.417L)
Strength Limit State



















  

G2 section at 120' (1.000L)
Strength Limit State





















  

G2 sections at 0.417L and 1.000L
Fatigue Limit State









  

G2 sections at 0.417L and 1.000L
Service Limit State





















  

G2 sections at 0.417L and 1.000L
Constructibility Limit State

























  

Spreadsheet Calculations



  

G2 Girder at 50'



G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment (Model A)

INPUT OUTPUT - Sectional Properties
(section transformed into steel)

Girder
Girder
Only

Composite
(3n)

Composite 
(n)

Composite
(rebar)

    bbf 14 in Girder A [in2] 48.00 48.00 48.00 48.00
    btf 14 in Girder ycg [in] 25.852 25.852 25.852 25.852
    tbf 0.875 in Girder Iz [in

4] 22114.8 22114.8 22114.8 22114.8
    ttf 0.625 in Haunch A [in2] - 1.70 5.09 -
    hw 54 in Haunch ycg [in] - 56.9375 56.9375 -
    tw 0.5 in Haunch Iz [in

4] - 1.2 3.5 -
Deck A [in2] - 39.49 118.48 -

Deck Deck ycg [in] - 62.375 62.375 -
    bd 117 in Deck Iz [in

4] - 210.6 631.9 -
    td 8 in Rebar A - - - 0.0002
    As1 0.0001 in 2 Rebar ycg - - - 62.375
    As2 0.0001 in 2 Rebar Iz - - - 0.0
    d1 2 in Total A 48.00 89.19 171.58 48.00
    d2 2 in Total ycg 25.852 42.616 51.996 25.852

Total Iz 22114.8 51584.2 68447.3 22115.1
Hauch y_topdeck(d) [in] - 23.759 14.379 -
    bh 14 in y_topbar(c) [in] - 21.759 12.379 38.523 Section Properties about Weak Axis
    th 3 in y_topgrd(b) [in] 29.648 12.884 3.504 29.648 Iy = 343.6 in 4

y_botgrd(a) [in] 25.852 42.616 51.996 25.852 Sy[TOP FLANGE] = 49.1 in 3

Modular ratio S_topdeck(d) [in3] - 2171.1 4760.1 - Sy[BOT FLANGE] = 49.1 in 3

    n 7.9 [-] S_topbar(c) [in3] - 2370.7 5529.2 574.1
S_topgrd(b) [in3] 745.9 4003.7 19532.7 745.9
S_botgrd(a) [in3] 855.5 1210.4 1316.4 855.5
S_topdeck(d) [ft3] - 1.256440 2.754716 -
S_topbar(c) [ft3] - 1.371926 3.199770 0.332217
S_topgrd(b) [ft3] 0.431656 2.316949 11.303644 0.431663
S_botgrd(a) [ft3] 0.495054 0.700490 0.761807 0.495057

Neutral Axis Check
   OK - neutral axis is within girder

Comment
In progress...

I-Girder Section Analysis, AASHTO LRFD
3rd Ed. (2004), Art. 6.10; ver. 0.15-dev

( (c) DesignSpreadsheets.com 2005-2008)

Made By: ok
5/7/2011

Project:

Checked By:Subject:

Date:

Sheet No:

Job No:

Date:

Check CSI Bridge composite steel design

File: plate-girder-section detailed design v1.5-dev
Tab: SectProps 1/1 printed 5/7/2011, 11:44 PM



Note: Stress sign convention for this sheet - compressive stresses are reported as negative, tensile stresses as positive (sign convention for moments - see sketch below).

G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment (Model A)

INPUT - Moments
    DC1 1050.8 kip-ft
    DC2 182.4 kip-ft
    DW 250 kip-ft
    LL+I 1963.1 kip-ft
    LL+I fat range 0 kip-ft
    LL+I permit 0 kip-ft
    SE 0 kip-ft

OUTPUT - Stresses

|| Positive Moment Region (stress at the top of deck is reported as stress in concrete: f c=fs/n or fc=fs/(3n))
|| Load Acting on Grd Only
|| Load Type DC1 DC2 DW SE LL+I LL+I fat LL+I p Service II Strength I Strength II Fatigue Governing
|| @ topdeck(d) 0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.6 0.0 0.0 -0.9 -1.2 -0.1 0.0 -1.2
|| @ topbar(c) 0 -0.9 -1.3 0.0 -4.3 0.0 0.0 -7.7 -10.5 -3.1 0.0 -10.5
|| @ topgrd(b) -16.9 -0.5 -0.7 0.0 -1.2 0.0 0.0 -19.8 -25.0 -22.9 0.0 -25.0
|| @ botgrd(a) 14.7 1.8 2.5 0.0 17.9 0.0 0.0 42.3 55.7 24.4 0.0 55.7

Moment [kip-ft] → 4035.2 5351.9 1916.5 0.0

Composite (3n) Composite (n)

S
TR

E
S

S
[k

si
]
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     BASIC INPUTS

G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment (Model A)

|| ● general
|| POS positive moment region (POS), negative moment 

region (NEG)
|| COMPOSITE composite section (COMPOSITE), noncomposite 

section (NONCOMPOSITE)
||
|| ● geometry
|| tw = 0.500 in web thickness
|| bfc = 14.000 in full width of compression flange
|| tfc = 0.625 in thickness of compression flange
|| D = 54.000 in web depth
||
|| ● material properties
|| E = 29,000 ksi steel Young's modulus
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strenth of flange
|| Fyw = 50.0 ksi specified mininum yield stress of web
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of reinforcement

|| Fyc = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of compression 
flange

|| Fyt = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of tension flange

|| Fyr = 35.0 ksi compression flange stress at the onset of nominal 
yielding

6-108

||      note: Fyr = min (0.7Fyc, Fyw), Fyr ≥ 0.5Fyc

||
|| ● effect of applied loads
||
|| ● load factors [AASHTO 6.5.4.2] 6-27
|| Фf = 1.00 [-] resistance factor for flexure
|| Фv = 1.00 [-] resistance factor for shear
||
|| ● slenderness ratios for local buckling resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2]
6-107

|| λf = bfc / (2tfc) = 11.200 [-] slenderness ratio for compression flange
||      λpf = 0.38 sqrt (E/Fyc) = 9.152 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for a compact flange
||      λrf = 0.56 sqrt (E/Fyc) = 13.968 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for a noncompact flange

||
|| ● reduction factors
|| Rh = 1.000 [-] ○ hybrid factor to account for reduced contribution of 

web to nominal flexural resistance at first yield in 
flange element; use 1.0 for girders with same steel 
strength for flange and web

6-80

|| Rb = 1.000 [-] ○ web load-shedding factor; accounts for increase in 
compression flange stress due to web local buckling

6-81

||      Rb = 1 - [awc/(1200+300awc)] [2Dc/tw-λrw] = 1.000 [-]
||           λrw = 5.7 sqrt(E/Fyc) = 137.3 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for noncompact web
||           awc = 2Dctw/bfctfc = 3.317 [-]
||
|| ● Nominal Shear Resistance of Unstiffened Webs 

[AASHTO 6.10.9.2]
6-115

G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment
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|| Vn = Vcr = CVp = 306 kip Vn = nominal shear resistance, Vcr = shear-buckling 
resistance

||      Vp = 0.58FywDtw = 783 kip plastic shear force
||      C = 0.390 [-] ratio of the shear buckling resistance to the shear 

yield strength
||           if D/tw ≤ 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C = 1.000 [-]
||           if 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) < D/tw ≤ 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C =
||                = 1.12 / (D/tw) sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 0.558 [-]
||           if D/tw > 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C =
||                = 1.57 / (D/tw)2 (Ek/Fyw) = 0.390 [-]
||                     note: D/tw = 108.0 [-]
||                     note: 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 60.3 [-]
||                     note: 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 75.4 [-]
||                          k = 5.0 [-] shear buckling coefficient (k=5 for unstiffened webs)

     CONSTRUCTIBILITY 6-86

● Basic Inputs
|| fbu[C] = 25.4 ksi stress in compression flange due to DC1 (no lateral 

bending), factored by 1.5 (Strength IV load 
combination)

|| fbu[T] = 22.1 ksi stress in tension flange due to DC2 (no lateral 
bending), factored by 1.5 (Strength IV load 
combination)

|| fl[C] = ksi stress in compression flange due to lateral bending 
(wind, from exterior girder bracket during 
construction, etc.)

|| fl[T] = ksi stress in tension flange due to lateral bending
|| Vu = 96 kips factored shear in web, factored by 1.5 (Strength IV 

load combination)
||
|| Dc = 29.023 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range 6-69
|| rt = bfc / sqrt{ 12 [1+(Dctw)/(3bfctfc)] } = 3.243 in effective radius of gyration for lateral torsional 

buckling
6-109

|| Cb = 1.000 [-] moment gradient modifier (conservatively, use Cb = 
1.0)

6-108

||
|| ● unbraced lengths for lateral torsional buckling 

resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]
6-108

|| Lb = 240.0 in unbraced length
||      Lp = 1.0 rt sqrt(E/Fyc) = 78.1 in limiting unbraced length 1 (for compact)
||      Lr = π rt sqrt (E/Fyr) = 293.3 in limiting unbraced length 2 (for noncompact)
||
|| ● Compression Flange Flexural Resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2]
6-106

|| Fnc = min (Fnc[1], Fnc[2]) = 38.7 ksi ○ nominal flexural resistance of flange taken as 
smaller local buckling resistance and lateral torsional 
buckling resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.1]

||      Fnc[1] = 43.6 ksi ○ local buckling resistance of the compression 
flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2]

||           if λf ≤ λpf then Fnc[1] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if  λf > λpf then Fnc[1] =
||              = {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)][(λf-λpf)/(λrf-λpf)] } RbRhFyc = 43.6 ksi
||      Fnc[2] = 38.7 ksi ○ lateral torsional buckling resistance of 

compression flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]
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||           if Lb ≤ Lp then Fnc[2] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if Lp < Lb ≤ Lr then Fnc[2] =
||              = Cb {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)][(Lb-Lp)/(Lr-Lp)]} RbRhFyc = 38.7 ksi note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc

||           if Lb > Lr then Fnc[2] = Fcr = 52.3 ksi note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc

||                Fcr = CbRbπ
2E / (Lb/rt)

2 = 52.3 ksi
||
|| Fcrw = min (Fcrw[1], Fcrw[2], Fcrw[3]) = 50.0 ksi ○ nominal bend buckling resistance for webs without 

longitudinal stiffeners [AASHTO 6.10.1.9.1]
6-67

||      Fcrw[1] = 0.9Ek / (D/tw)2 = 69.7 ksi
||           k = 9 / (Dc/D)2 = 31.2 [-] bend buckling coefficient
||      Fcrw[2] = RhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||      Fcrw[3] = Fyw/0.7 = 71.4 ksi
||
|| ● Flexure - Discretely Braced Flanges in 

Compression [AASHTO 6.10.3.2.1]
6-87

|| fbu + fl ≤ ФfRhFyc OK
||      fbu + fl = 25.4 ksi
||      ФfRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||
|| fbu + (1/3)fl ≤ ФfFnc OK
||      fbu + (1/3)fl = 25.4 ksi
||      ФfFnc = 38.7 ksi
||
|| fbu ≤ ФfFcrw OK
||      fbu = 25.4 ksi
||      ФfFcrw = 50.0 ksi
||
|| ● Flexure - Discretely Braced Flanges in Tension 

[AASHTO 6.10.3.2.2]
6-89

|| fbu + fl ≤ ФfRhFyt OK
||      fbu + fl = 22.1 ksi
||      ФfRhFyt = 50.0 ksi

|| ● Shear 6-90
|| Vu ≤ ФvVcr OK
||      Vu = 96 kips factored shear in the web
||      Vcr = 306 kips shear buckling resistance

      SERVICE LIMIT STATE [AASHTO 6.10.4]      6-93

|| ● Basic Inputs
|| ff[TOP] = 19.8 ksi stress in top flange for Service II load combination

|| ff[BOT] = 42.3 ksi stress in bottom flange for Service II load 
combination

|| fl = ksi
||
|| ● Flexural Checks 6-93
|| ff ≤ 0.95RhFyf OK ○ top steel flange of composite sections
||      ff = 19.8 ksi
||      0.95RhFyf = 47.5 ksi
||
|| ff + fl/2 ≤ 0.95RhFyf OK ○ bottom steel flange of composite sections
||      ff + fl/2 = 42.3 ksi
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||      0.95RhFyf = 47.5 ksi

● Stress in Concrete Deck [AASHTO 6.10.3.2.4] 6-89

      FATIGUE AND FRACTURE LIMIT STATES [AASHTO 6.10.5]     6-95

|| fatigue detail description = tension flange
|| fatigue detail category = C
|| γ(Δf) ≤ (ΔF)n OK 6-29
||      γ(Δf) = 0.0 ksi live load stress range due to passage of fatigue load 

multiplied by load factor γ = 0.75
||      (ΔF)n = (A/N)^(1/3) = 5.0 ksi nominal fatigue resistance [AASHTO 6.6.1.2.5] 6-40
||           A = 44.00 10 8 ksi 3 constant from [AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-1] 6-42
||           N = (365)(75)n(ADTT)SL = 232,687,500
||                n = 1 number of stress range cycles per truck passage 

taken from [AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-2]
||                (ADTT)SL = (p)(ADTT) = 8,500 single lane ADTT (number of trucks per day in one 

direction averaged over the design life) 
[AASHTO 3.6.1.4]

3-24

||                     p = 0.85 reduction factor for number of trucks for multiple 
lanes taken from [AASHTO Tab. 3.6.1.4.2-1]

||                     ADTT = (ftt) (ADT) = 10,000 number of trucks per day in one direction averaged 
over the design life

||                          ftt = 0.25 fraction of trucks in traffic
||                          ADT = (nl) (ADT)SL = 40,000 average daily traffic per whole bridge
||                               (ADT)SL = 20,000 average daily traffic per single lane (20,000 is 

considered maximum)
||                               nl = 2 number of lanes
||           note: (ΔF)n ≥ (1/2)(ΔF)TH = 5.0 ksi
||                 (ΔF)TH = 10.00 10 8  ksi 3 constant amplitude fatigue threshold taken from 

[AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-3]

      STRENGTH LIMIT STATE 6-96

|| ● Basic Inputs
|| fbu[C] = 25.0 ksi stress in compression flange (no lateral bending)
|| fbu[T] = 55.7 ksi stress in tension flange (no lateral bending)
|| fl[C] = ksi stress in compression flange due to lateral bending

|| fl[T] = ksi stress in tension flange due to lateral bending
|| Mu = 5,352 kip-ft bending moment about major axis
||      note: Mu = 64,223 kip-in
|| Vu = 389 kips factored shear in web
||
|| Dc = 16.588 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range 6-69
|| Dcp = 0.000 in depth of web in compression at the plastic moment 6-68

|| rt = bfc / sqrt{ 12 [1+(Dctw)/(3bfctfc)] } = 3.523 in effective radius of gyration for lateral torsional 
buckling

6-109

|| Cb = 1.000 [-] moment gradient modifier (conservatively, use Cb = 
1.0)

6-108

||
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|| ● unbraced lengths for lateral torsional buckling 
resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]

6-108

|| Lb = 300.0 in unbraced length
||      Lp = 1.0 rt sqrt (E/Fyc) = 84.8 in limiting unbraced length 1 (for compact)
||      Lr = π rt sqrt (E/Fyr) = 318.6 in limiting unbraced length 2 (for noncompact)
||
|| ● Compression Flange Flexural Resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2]
6-106

|| Fnc = min (Fnc[1], Fnc[2]) = 36.2 ksi ○ nominal flexural resistance of flange taken as 
smaller local buckling resistance and lateral torsional 
buckling resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.1]

||      Fnc[1] = 43.6 ksi ○ local buckling resistance of the compression 
flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2], same as for 
constructibility - see calculations above

||      Fnc[2] = 36.2 ksi ○ lateral torsional buckling resistance of 
compression flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]

||           if Lb ≤ Lp then Fnc[2] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if Lp < Lb ≤ Lr then Fnc[2] =
||              = Cb {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)] [(Lb-Lp)/(Lr-Lp)]} RbRhFyc = 36.2 ksi
||           if Lb > Lr then Fnc[2] = Fcr = CbRbπ

2E / (Lb/rt)
2 = 39.5 ksi

||           note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc

||
|| Fcrw = min (Fcrw[1], Fcrw[2], Fcrw[3]) = 50.0 ksi ○ nominal bend buckling resistance for webs without 

longitudinal stiffeners [AASHTO 6.10.1.9.1]
6-67

||      Fcrw[1] = 0.9Ek / (D/tw)2 = 213.4 ksi
||           k = 9 / (Dc/D)2 = 95.4 [-] bend buckling coefficient
||      Fcrw[2] = RhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||      Fcrw[3] = Fyw/0.7 = 71.4 ksi

|| Composite Section in Positive Flexure
||
|| ○ Compact Section Criteria 6-98
|| COMPACT Compact/Noncompact (To qualify as compact, 

section must meet all the criteria listed below).
|| Is Fyf ≤ 70ksi satisfied? YES
|| Is D/tw ≤ 150 satisfied? YES
||      D/tw = 108.0 [-]
|| Is 2Dcp/tw ≤ 3.76 sqrt(E/Fyc) satisfied? YES
||      2Dcp/tw = 0.0 [-]
||      3.76 sqrt(E/Fyc) = 90.6 [-]

|| ○ Flexural Resistance for Compact Section 
[AASHTO 6.10.7.1]

6-101

|| Mu + 1/3flSxt ≤ ФfMn OK
||      Mu + 1/3flSxt = 64,223 kip-in
||      ФfMn = 73,702 kip-in
||      note: Mn = 6,142 kip-ft
||
||      Sxt = Myt/Fyt = 1133.9 in 3 elastic section modulus about the major axis of the 

section to the tension flange
||           Myt = 56,694 kip-in yield moment with respect to tension flange 6-252
||      Mn = 73,702 kip-in nominal flexural resistance of the section
||           note: Mn = 6,142 kip-ft
||           if Dp ≤ 0.1 Dt then Mn = Mp = 90,016 kip-in
||           if Dp > 0.1 Dt then Mn = Mp (1.07-0.7Dp/Dt) = 90,590 kip-in
||                Dt = 66.375 in total depth of composite section [imported from Mp 

tab]
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||                Dp = 6.033 in distance from top of concrete deck to the neutral 
axis of composite section at plastic moment 
[imported from Mp tab]

||                Mp = 90,016 kip-in plastic moment of composite section [imported from 
Mp tab]

||                     note: Mp = 7,501 kip-ft
||           note: Mn ≤ 1.3RhMy = 73,702 kip-in
||                My = 56,694 kip-in yield moment [import from My tab] 6-102

                    note: My = 4,724 kip-ft

|| ○ Ductility Requirement (For Both Compact and 
Noncompact Sections)

6-105

|| Dp ≤ 0.42 Dt OK
||      Dp = 6.033 in
||      0.42 Dt = 27.878 in

|| Shear Resistance [AASHTO 6.10.9] 6-114
|| Vu ≤ ФvVn NG
||      Vu = 389 kip
||      ФvVn = 306 kip
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     DETERMINATION OF PLASTIC MOMENT Mp [AASHTO D6.1, p. 6-250]      

G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment (Model A)

|| Input Taken from Other Tabs
||
|| bbf = 14 in ○ girder dimensions
|| btf = 14 in
|| tbf = 0.875 in
|| ttf = 0.625 in
|| hw = 54 in
|| tw = 0.5 in
|| bd = 117 in ○ deck dimensions
|| td = 8 in
|| th = 2.875 in ○ haunch dimensions
||
||
|| Additional Input
||
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of flange
|| Fyw = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of web
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of reinforcement
|| fc' = 4.0 ksi minimum specified 28-day compressive strength of concrete
|| β1 = 1.000 [-] use β1 = 1 to consider whole concrete block in compression

|| Outputs - Positive Moment Region
||
|| top coord bot coord Height Force Arm Moment
|| to PNA @ PNA
|| [in] [in] [in] [kips] [in] [kip-in]
|| Ps compression 0.000 6.033 6.033 -2400.0 -3.017 7239.8       concrete
|| Pc compression 10.875 10.875 0.000 0.0 4.842 0.0       top flange
|| Pc tension 10.875 11.500 0.625 437.5 5.154 2255.0
|| Pw compression 11.500 11.500 0.000 0.0 5.467 0.0       web
|| Pw tension 11.500 65.500 54.000 1350.0 32.467 43830.2
|| Pt tension 65.500 66.375 0.875 612.5 59.904 36691.4       bottom flange
|| Total 0.0 90016.4
||
|| y = Dp = 6.033 in distance of PNA from the top of section
|| Mp = 90,016 kip-in plastic moment
||      note: Mp = 7,501 kip-ft plastic moment
|| Dcp = 0.000 in depth of web in compression at plastic moment
|| Dt = 66.375 in total depth of composite section
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     DETERMINATION OF YIELD MOMENT My (for strength check) [AASHTO D6.2, p. 6-252]      

G2 @ 0.417L - pos. moment (Model A)

|| Input
|| ● general
|| MD1 = 15,762 kip-in factored moment applied to noncomposite 

section (1.25 DC1)
|| MD2 = 7,236 kip-in factored moment applied to longterm composite 

section (1.25 DC2 + 1.5 DW)
||      note: MD1 = 1313.5 kip-ft
||      note: MD2 = 603.0 kip-ft
|| fc = 25.0 ksi sum of compression flange stresses [import 

from Stresses tab, for Service II load group]
|| ft = 55.7 ksi sum of tension flange stresses  [import from 

Stresses tab, for Service I| load group]
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of flange
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of 

reinforcement

|| Composite Section in Positive Flexure
||
|| MY = min (MY[T], MY[C]) = 56,694 kip-in
||      note: MY = 4,724 kip-ft
||
|| ● determine moment to cause yielding in 

tension (bottom) flange
||      MY[T] = MD1 + MD2 + MAD[T] = 56,694 kip-in
||           MAD[T] = (Fyf - MD1/SNC[T] - MD2/SLT[T]) SST[T] = 33,696 kip-in additional moment applied to short term 

composite section to cause nominal yielding in 
tension flange

||                SNC[T] = 855.5 in 3 noncomposite section modulus
||                SLT[T] = 1,210.4 in 3 short-term composite section modulus
||                SST[T] = 1,316.4 in 3 long-term composite section modulus
||
|| ● determine moment to cause yielding in 

compression (top) flange
||      MY[C] = MD1 + MD2 + MAD[C] = 551,576 kip-in
||           MAD[C] = (Fyf - MD1/SNC[C] - MD2/SLT[C]) SST[C] = 528,578 kip-in
||                SNC[C] = 745.9 in 3

||                SLT[C] = 4,003.7 in 3

||                SST[C] = 19,532.7 in 3

||
|| Dc = |fc| / ( |fc|+ft ) d - tfc = 16.588 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range

||      d = 55.500 in depth of steel section
||      tfc = 0.625 in thickness of top flange

     DETERMINATION OF YIELD MOMENT My (for constructibility check) [AASHTO D6.2, p. 6-252]      

|| Input
||
|| fc = 16.9 ksi sum of compression flange stresses [import 

from Stresses tab, for DC1]
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|| ft = 14.7 ksi sum of tension flange stresses  [import from 
Stresses tab, for DC1]

|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of flange

|| Noncomposite Section in Positive Flexure
||
|| MY = min( SNC[T]Fyf, SNC[C]Fyf ) = 37,295 kip-in
||      note: MY = 3,108 kip-ft
||      SNC[T] = 855.5 in 3 section modulus for tension flange
||      SNC[C] = 745.9 in 3 section modulus for compression flange
||
||
|| Dc = |fc| / ( |fc|+ft ) d - tfc = 29.023 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range

||      d = 55.500 in depth of steel section
||      tfc = 0.625 in thickness of top flange
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G2 Girder at 120'



G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment (Model A)

INPUT OUTPUT - Sectional Properties
(section transformed into steel)

Girder
Girder
Only

Composite
(3n)

Composite 
(n)

Composite
(rebar)

    bbf 14 in Girder A [in2] 100.50 100.50 100.50 100.50
    btf 14 in Girder ycg [in] 28.718 28.718 28.718 28.718
    tbf 2.75 in Girder Iz [in

4] 65426.6 65426.6 65426.6 65426.6
    ttf 2.5 in Haunch A [in2] - 0.58 1.74 -
    hw 54 in Haunch ycg [in] - 59.75 59.75 -
    tw 0.5 in Haunch Iz [in

4] - 0.0 0.1 -
Deck A [in2] - 38.77 116.32 -

Deck Deck ycg [in] - 64.25 64.25 -
    bd 117 in Deck Iz [in

4] - 206.8 620.4 -
    td 8 in Rebar A - - - 0.0002
    As1 0.0001 in 2 Rebar ycg - - - 64.250
    As2 0.0001 in 2 Rebar Iz - - - 0.0
    d1 2 in Total A 100.50 139.85 218.56 100.50
    d2 2 in Total ycg 28.718 38.698 47.875 28.718

Total Iz 65426.6 101214.3 134363.1 65426.9
Hauch y_topdeck(d) [in] - 29.552 20.375 -
    bh 14 in y_topbar(c) [in] - 27.552 18.375 37.532 Section Properties about Weak Axis
    th 1 in y_topgrd(b) [in] 30.532 20.552 11.375 30.532 Iy = 1201.1 in 4

y_botgrd(a) [in] 28.718 38.698 47.875 28.718 Sy[TOP FLANGE] = 171.6 in 3

Modular ratio S_topdeck(d) [in3] - 3424.9 6594.7 - Sy[BOT FLANGE] = 171.6 in 3

    n 8.047 [-] S_topbar(c) [in3] - 3673.5 7312.5 1743.2
S_topgrd(b) [in3] 2142.9 4924.7 11812.6 2142.9
S_botgrd(a) [in3] 2278.2 2615.5 2806.5 2278.2
S_topdeck(d) [ft3] - 1.982013 3.816349 -
S_topbar(c) [ft3] - 2.125886 4.231743 1.008823
S_topgrd(b) [ft3] 1.240108 2.849950 6.835992 1.240116
S_botgrd(a) [ft3] 1.318415 1.513607 1.624141 1.318417

Neutral Axis Check
   OK - neutral axis is within girder
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Note: Stress sign convention for this sheet - compressive stresses are reported as negative, tensile stresses as positive (sign convention for moments - see sketch below).

G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment (Model A)

INPUT - Moments
    DC1 -2909.5 kip-ft
    DC2 -423.5 kip-ft
    DW -580.5 kip-ft
    LL+I -2345.32 kip-ft
    LL+I fat range 0 kip-ft
    LL+I permit 0 kip-ft
    SE 0 kip-ft

OUTPUT - Stresses

|| Negative Moment Region (stress at the top of deck is reported as stress in concrete using short-term composite section: f c=fs/n)
|| Load Acting on Grd Only
|| Load Type DC1 DC2 DW SE LL+I LL+I fat LL+I p Service II Strength I Strength II Fatigue Governing
|| @ topdeck(d) 0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.2 0.3 0.0 1.2
|| @ topbar(c) 0 2.9 4.0 0.0 16.1 0.0 0.0 27.9 37.9 9.6 0.0 37.9
|| @ topgrd(b) 16.3 2.4 3.3 0.0 13.1 0.0 0.0 39.0 51.2 28.2 0.0 51.2
|| @ botgrd(a) -15.3 -2.2 -3.1 0.0 -12.4 0.0 0.0 -36.7 -48.1 -26.5 0.0 -48.1

Moment [kip-ft] → -6962.4 -9141.3 -5037.0 0.0

S
TR

E
S

S
[k

si
]

Composite (rebar)
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      || indicates that corresponding checks are applicable for section under consideration (based on user's input)

     BASIC INPUTS

G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment (Model A)

|| ● general
|| NEG positive moment region (POS), negative moment 

region (NEG)
|| COMPOSITE composite section (COMPOSITE), noncomposite 

section (NONCOMPOSITE)
||
|| ● geometry
|| tw = 0.500 in web thickness
|| bfc = 14.000 in full width of compression flange
|| tfc = 2.750 in thickness of compression flange
|| D = 54.000 in web depth
||
|| ● material properties
|| E = 29,000 ksi steel Young's modulus
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strenth of flange
|| Fyw = 50.0 ksi specified mininum yield stress of web
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of reinforcement

|| Fyc = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of compression 
flange

|| Fyt = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of tension flange

|| Fyr = 35.0 ksi compression flange stress at the onset of nominal 
yielding

6-108

||      note: Fyr = min (0.7Fyc, Fyw), Fyr ≥ 0.5Fyc

||
|| ● effect of applied loads
||
|| ● load factors [AASHTO 6.5.4.2] 6-27
|| Фf = 1.00 [-] resistance factor for flexure
|| Фv = 1.00 [-] resistance factor for shear
||
|| ● slenderness ratios for local buckling resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2]
6-107

|| λf = bfc / (2tfc) = 2.545 [-] slenderness ratio for compression flange
||      λpf = 0.38 sqrt (E/Fyc) = 9.152 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for a compact flange
||      λrf = 0.56 sqrt (E/Fyc) = 13.968 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for a noncompact flange

||
|| ● reduction factors
|| Rh = 1.000 [-] ○ hybrid factor to account for reduced contribution of 

web to nominal flexural resistance at first yield in 
flange element; use 1.0 for girders with same steel 
strength for flange and web

6-80

|| Rb = 1.000 [-] ○ web load-shedding factor; accounts for increase in 
compression flange stress due to web local buckling

6-81

||      Rb = 1 - [awc/(1200+300awc)] [2Dc/tw-λrw] = 1.000 [-]
||           λrw = 5.7 sqrt(E/Fyc) = 137.3 [-] limiting slenderness ratio for noncompact web
||           awc = 2Dctw/bfctfc = 0.675 [-]
||
|| ● Nominal Shear Resistance of Unstiffened Webs 

[AASHTO 6.10.9.2]
6-115

G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment
(Model A)
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|| Vn = Vcr = CVp = 306 kip Vn = nominal shear resistance, Vcr = shear-buckling 
resistance

||      Vp = 0.58FywDtw = 783 kip plastic shear force
||      C = 0.390 [-] ratio of the shear buckling resistance to the shear 

yield strength
||           if D/tw ≤ 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C = 1.000 [-]
||           if 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) < D/tw ≤ 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C =
||                = 1.12 / (D/tw) sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 0.558 [-]
||           if D/tw > 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) then C =
||                = 1.57 / (D/tw)2 (Ek/Fyw) = 0.390 [-]
||                     note: D/tw = 108.0 [-]
||                     note: 1.12 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 60.3 [-]
||                     note: 1.40 sqrt (Ek/Fyw) = 75.4 [-]
||                          k = 5.0 [-] shear buckling coefficient (k=5 for unstiffened webs)

     CONSTRUCTIBILITY 6-86

● Basic Inputs
|| fbu[C] = 23.0 ksi stress in compression flange due to DC1 (no lateral 

bending), factored by 1.5 (Strength IV load 
combination)

|| fbu[T] = 24.4 ksi stress in tension flange due to DC2 (no lateral 
bending), factored by 1.5 (Strength IV load 
combination)

|| fl[C] = ksi stress in compression flange due to lateral bending 
(wind, from exterior girder bracket during 
construction, etc.)

|| fl[T] = ksi stress in tension flange due to lateral bending
|| Vu = 96 kips factored shear in web, factored by 1.5 (Strength IV 

load combination)
||
|| Dc = 25.968 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range 6-69
|| rt = bfc / sqrt{ 12 [1+(Dctw)/(3bfctfc)] } = 3.832 in effective radius of gyration for lateral torsional 

buckling
6-109

|| Cb = 1.000 [-] moment gradient modifier (conservatively, use Cb = 
1.0)

6-108

||
|| ● unbraced lengths for lateral torsional buckling 

resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]
6-108

|| Lb = 240.0 in unbraced length
||      Lp = 1.0 rt sqrt(E/Fyc) = 92.3 in limiting unbraced length 1 (for compact)
||      Lr = π rt sqrt (E/Fyr) = 346.5 in limiting unbraced length 2 (for noncompact)
||
|| ● Compression Flange Flexural Resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2]
6-106

|| Fnc = min (Fnc[1], Fnc[2]) = 41.3 ksi ○ nominal flexural resistance of flange taken as 
smaller local buckling resistance and lateral torsional 
buckling resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.1]

||      Fnc[1] = 50.0 ksi ○ local buckling resistance of the compression 
flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2]

||           if λf ≤ λpf then Fnc[1] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if  λf > λpf then Fnc[1] =
||              = {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)][(λf-λpf)/(λrf-λpf)] } RbRhFyc = 70.6 ksi
||      Fnc[2] = 41.3 ksi ○ lateral torsional buckling resistance of 

compression flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]
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||           if Lb ≤ Lp then Fnc[2] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if Lp < Lb ≤ Lr then Fnc[2] =
||              = Cb {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)][(Lb-Lp)/(Lr-Lp)]} RbRhFyc = 41.3 ksi note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc

||           if Lb > Lr then Fnc[2] = Fcr = 73.0 ksi note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc

||                Fcr = CbRbπ
2E / (Lb/rt)

2 = 73.0 ksi
||
|| Fcrw = min (Fcrw[1], Fcrw[2], Fcrw[3]) = 50.0 ksi ○ nominal bend buckling resistance for webs without 

longitudinal stiffeners [AASHTO 6.10.1.9.1]
6-67

||      Fcrw[1] = 0.9Ek / (D/tw)2 = 87.1 ksi
||           k = 9 / (Dc/D)2 = 38.9 [-] bend buckling coefficient
||      Fcrw[2] = RhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||      Fcrw[3] = Fyw/0.7 = 71.4 ksi
||
|| ● Flexure - Discretely Braced Flanges in 

Compression [AASHTO 6.10.3.2.1]
6-87

|| fbu + fl ≤ ФfRhFyc OK
||      fbu + fl = 23.0 ksi
||      ФfRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||
|| fbu + (1/3)fl ≤ ФfFnc OK
||      fbu + (1/3)fl = 23.0 ksi
||      ФfFnc = 41.3 ksi
||
|| fbu ≤ ФfFcrw OK
||      fbu = 23.0 ksi
||      ФfFcrw = 50.0 ksi
||
|| ● Flexure - Discretely Braced Flanges in Tension 

[AASHTO 6.10.3.2.2]
6-89

|| fbu + fl ≤ ФfRhFyt OK
||      fbu + fl = 24.4 ksi
||      ФfRhFyt = 50.0 ksi

|| ● Shear 6-90
|| Vu ≤ ФvVcr OK
||      Vu = 96 kips factored shear in the web
||      Vcr = 306 kips shear buckling resistance

|| ● Stress in Concrete Deck [AASHTO 6.10.3.2.4] 6-89
|| Shall 1% longitudinal reinforcement be provided? YES If the actual tensile stress in concrete deck exceeds 

Φfr, to control cracking, the area of longitudinal 
reinforcement shall be at least 1% of the concrete 
deck area. [AASHTO 6.10.1.7]

6-75

|| σc = (1/n) (M/S) = 1.0 ksi actual tensile stress in concrete deck
||      M = 52,371 kip-in moment due to construction loads, DC1 , factored by

1.5 (Strength IV load combination - high DL to LL 
ratio) [imported from Stresses tab] 
[AASHTO 6.10.1.7]

6-75

||           note: M = 4,364 kip-ft
||      S = 6594.7 in 3 section modulus for top of deck using n = 1 (section 

transformed in steel) [imported from Stresses tab]

|| Фfr = 0.0 ksi factored concrete tensile resistance
||      Ф = [-] resistance factor for concrete in tension 5-53
||      fr = 0.24 sqrt (fc') = 0.00 ksi modulus of rupture for concrete deck 

[AASHTO 5.4.2.6]
5-16

||           fc' = ksi specified compressive strength of concrete
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      SERVICE LIMIT STATE [AASHTO 6.10.4]      6-93

|| ● Basic Inputs
|| ff[TOP] = 39.0 ksi stress in top flange for Service II load combination

|| ff[BOT] = 36.7 ksi stress in bottom flange for Service II load 
combination

|| fl = ksi
||
|| ● Flexural Checks 6-93
|| ff ≤ 0.95RhFyf OK ○ top steel flange of composite sections
||      ff = 39.0 ksi
||      0.95RhFyf = 47.5 ksi
||
|| ff + fl/2 ≤ 0.95RhFyf OK ○ bottom steel flange of composite sections
||      ff + fl/2 = 36.7 ksi
||      0.95RhFyf = 47.5 ksi

|| fc ≤ Fcrw OK ○ this check applies to all sections except for 
composite sections in positive flexure with web 
proportions such that D/tw ≤ 150 
[AASHTO Eq. 6.10.4.2.2-4]

6-94

||      fc = fl[TOP] = 39.0 ksi compression flange stress due to Service II loads
||      Fcrw = 50.0 ksi nominal bend buckling resistance for webs [see 

"Strength Limit State" section below for the 
calculation of Fcrw] [AASHTO 6.10.1.9.1]

6-77

● Stress in Concrete Deck [AASHTO 6.10.3.2.4] 6-89
|| Shall 1% longitudinal reinforcement be provided? #DIV/0! If the actual tensile stress in concrete deck exceeds 

Φfr, to control cracking, the area of longitudinal 
reinforcement shall be at least 1% of the concrete 
deck area. [AASHTO 6.10.1.7]

6-75

|| σc = (1/n) (M/S) = #DIV/0! ksi actual tensile stress in concrete deck
||      M = 83,549 kip-in moment due to Service II load combination 

[imported from Stresses tab] [AASHTO 6.10.1.7]
6-75

||      S = in 3 section modulus for top of deck using n = 1; section 
transformed in steel (same as for constructibility 
check above)

|| Фfr = 0.0 ksi factored concrete tensile resistance (same as for 
constructibility check above)

      FATIGUE AND FRACTURE LIMIT STATES [AASHTO 6.10.5]     6-95

|| fatigue detail description = tension flange
|| fatigue detail category = C
|| γ(Δf) ≤ (ΔF)n OK 6-29
||      γ(Δf) = 0.0 ksi live load stress range due to passage of fatigue load 

multiplied by load factor γ = 0.75
||      (ΔF)n = (A/N)^(1/3) = 5.0 ksi nominal fatigue resistance [AASHTO 6.6.1.2.5] 6-40
||           A = 44.00 10 8 ksi 3 constant from [AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-1] 6-42
||           N = (365)(75)n(ADTT)SL = 232,687,500
||                n = 1 number of stress range cycles per truck passage 

taken from [AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-2]
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||                (ADTT)SL = (p)(ADTT) = 8,500 single lane ADTT (number of trucks per day in one 
direction averaged over the design life) 
[AASHTO 3.6.1.4]

3-24

||                     p = 0.85 reduction factor for number of trucks for multiple 
lanes taken from [AASHTO Tab. 3.6.1.4.2-1]

||                     ADTT = (ftt) (ADT) = 10,000 number of trucks per day in one direction averaged 
over the design life

||                          ftt = 0.25 fraction of trucks in traffic
||                          ADT = (nl) (ADT)SL = 40,000 average daily traffic per whole bridge
||                               (ADT)SL = 20,000 average daily traffic per single lane (20,000 is 

considered maximum)
||                               nl = 2 number of lanes
||           note: (ΔF)n ≥ (1/2)(ΔF)TH = 5.0 ksi
||                 (ΔF)TH = 10.00 10 8  ksi 3 constant amplitude fatigue threshold taken from 

[AASHTO Tab. 6.6.1.2.5-3]

      STRENGTH LIMIT STATE 6-96

|| ● Basic Inputs
|| fbu[C] = 48.1 ksi stress in compression flange (no lateral bending)
|| fbu[T] = 51.2 ksi stress in tension flange (no lateral bending)
|| fl[C] = ksi stress in compression flange due to lateral bending

|| fl[T] = ksi stress in tension flange due to lateral bending
|| Mu = 9,141 kip-ft bending moment about major axis
||      note: Mu = 109,696 kip-in
|| Vu = 389 kips factored shear in web
||
|| Dc = 25.968 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range 6-69
|| Dcp = 23.500 in depth of web in compression at the plastic moment 6-68

|| rt = bfc / sqrt{ 12 [1+(Dctw)/(3bfctfc)] } = 3.832 in effective radius of gyration for lateral torsional 
buckling

6-109

|| Cb = 1.000 [-] moment gradient modifier (conservatively, use Cb = 
1.0)

6-108

||
|| ● unbraced lengths for lateral torsional buckling 

resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]
6-108

|| Lb = 300.0 in unbraced length
||      Lp = 1.0 rt sqrt (E/Fyc) = 92.3 in limiting unbraced length 1 (for compact)
||      Lr = π rt sqrt (E/Fyr) = 346.5 in limiting unbraced length 2 (for noncompact)
||
|| ● Compression Flange Flexural Resistance 

[AASHTO 6.10.8.2]
6-106

|| Fnc = min (Fnc[1], Fnc[2]) = 37.7 ksi ○ nominal flexural resistance of flange taken as 
smaller local buckling resistance and lateral torsional 
buckling resistance [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.1]

||      Fnc[1] = 50.0 ksi ○ local buckling resistance of the compression 
flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.2], same as for 
constructibility - see calculations above

||      Fnc[2] = 37.7 ksi ○ lateral torsional buckling resistance of 
compression flange [AASHTO 6.10.8.2.3]

||           if Lb ≤ Lp then Fnc[2] = RbRhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||           if Lp < Lb ≤ Lr then Fnc[2] =
||              = Cb {1-[1-Fyr/(RhFyc)] [(Lb-Lp)/(Lr-Lp)]} RbRhFyc = 37.7 ksi
||           if Lb > Lr then Fnc[2] = Fcr = CbRbπ

2E / (Lb/rt)
2 = 46.7 ksi

||           note: Fnc[2] ≤ RbRhFyc
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||
|| Fcrw = min (Fcrw[1], Fcrw[2], Fcrw[3]) = 50.0 ksi ○ nominal bend buckling resistance for webs without 

longitudinal stiffeners [AASHTO 6.10.1.9.1]
6-67

||      Fcrw[1] = 0.9Ek / (D/tw)2 = 87.1 ksi
||           k = 9 / (Dc/D)2 = 38.9 [-] bend buckling coefficient
||      Fcrw[2] = RhFyc = 50.0 ksi
||      Fcrw[3] = Fyw/0.7 = 71.4 ksi

                    note: My = 10,748 kip-ft

|| Composite Sections in Negative Flexure and Noncomposite 
Sections

||
|| ○ Compact Section Criteria
|| COMPACT Compact/Noncompact (To qualify as compact, 

section must meet all the criteria listed below).
|| Is Fyf ≤ 70ksi satisfied? YES
|| Is 2Dc/tw ≤ 5.7 sqrt(E/Fyc) satisfied? YES
||      2Dc/tw = 103.9 [-]
||      5.7 sqrt(E/Fyc) = 137.3 [-]
||
|| ○ Flexural Resistance - Discretely Braced Flanges in 

Compression [AASHTO 6.10.8.1.1]
|| fbu + (1/3)fl ≤ ФfFnc NG
||      fbu + (1/3)fl = 48.1 ksi
||      ФfFnc = 37.7 ksi

|| ○ Flexural Resistance - Continously Braced Flanges 
in T or C

|| fbu ≤ ФfRhFyf OK
||      fbu = 48.1 ksi
||      ФfRhFyf = 50.0 ksi

|| Shear Resistance [AASHTO 6.10.9] 6-114
|| Vu ≤ ФvVn NG
||      Vu = 389 kip
||      ФvVn = 306 kip
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Note: sign convention for this sheet - all moments are reported as absolute values;
negative "P" forces are compressive, positive "P" forces are tensile.

      || indicates that corresponding checks are applicable for section under consideration (based on user's input)

     DETERMINATION OF PLASTIC MOMENT Mp [AASHTO D6.1, p. 6-250]      

G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment (Model A)

|| Input Taken from Other Tabs
||
|| bbf = 14 in ○ girder dimensions
|| btf = 14 in
|| tbf = 2.75 in
|| ttf = 2.5 in
|| hw = 54 in
|| tw = 0.5 in
|| bd = 117 in ○ deck dimensions
|| td = 8 in
|| th = 1 in ○ haunch dimensions
||
||
|| Additional Input
||
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of flange
|| Fyw = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of web
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield stress of reinforcement
|| fc' = 4.0 ksi minimum specified 28-day compressive strength of concrete
|| β1 = 1.000 [-] use β1 = 1 to consider whole concrete block in compression

|| Outputs - Negative Moment Region
||
|| bot coord top coord Height Force Arm Moment
|| to PNA @ PNA
|| [in] [in] [in] [kips] [in] [kip-in]
|| Pr 62.250 62.250 - 0.0 36.000 0.4       reinforcement
|| Pt tension 56.750 59.250 2.500 1750.0 31.750 55562.1       top flange
|| Pt compression 56.750 56.750 0.000 0.0 30.500 0.0
|| Pw tension 26.250 56.750 30.500 762.5 15.250 11627.9       web
|| Pw compression 2.750 26.250 23.500 -587.5 -11.750 6903.3
|| Pc compression 0.000 2.750 2.750 -1925.0 -24.875 47884.8       bottom flange
|| Total 0.0 121978.6
||
|| y = Dp = 26.250 in distance of PNA from the bottom of section
|| Mp = 121,979 kip-in plastic moment
||      note: Mp = 10,165 kip-ft plastic moment
|| Dcp = 23.500 in depth of web in compression at plastic moment
|| Dt = 62.250 in total depth of composite section
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Note: sign convention for this sheet - all moments and stresses are entered and reported as absolute values.

      || indicates that corresponding checks are applicable for section under consideration (based on user's input)

     DETERMINATION OF YIELD MOMENT My (for strength check) [AASHTO D6.2, p. 6-252]      

G2 @ 1.0L - neg. moment (Model A)

|| Input
|| ● general
|| MD1 = 43,643 kip-in factored moment applied to noncomposite 

section (1.25 DC1)
|| MD2 = 16,802 kip-in factored moment applied to longterm composite 

section (1.25 DC2 + 1.5 DW)
||      note: MD1 = 3636.9 kip-ft
||      note: MD2 = 1400.1 kip-ft
|| fc = 48.1 ksi sum of compression flange stresses [import 

from Stresses tab, for Service II load group]
|| ft = 51.2 ksi sum of tension flange stresses  [import from 

Stresses tab, for Service I| load group]
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of flange
|| Fy,reinf = 60.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of 

reinforcement

|| Composite Section in Negative Flexure
||
|| MY = min (MY[T1], MY[T2], MY[C]) = 77,754 kip-in
||      note: MY = 6,479 kip-ft
||
|| ● determine moment to cause yielding in 

tension (top) flange
||      MY[T1] = MD1 + MD2 + MAD[T1] = 107,146 kip-in
||           MAD[T1] = (Fyf - MD1/SNC[T1] - MD2/COMP[T1]) SCOMP[T1] = 46,702 kip-in additional moment applied to short term 

composite section to cause nominal yielding in 
tension flange

||                SNC[T1] = 2,142.9 in 3 noncomposite section modulus
||                SCOMP[T1] = SLT[T1] = SST[T1] = 2,142.9 in 3 composite section modulus (concrete deck not 

effective)
||
|| ● determine moment to cause yielding in 

reinforcement
||      MY[T2] = MD2 + MAD[T2] = 77,754 kip-in
||           MAD[T2] = (Fy,reinf - MD1/SNC[T2]) SCOMP[T2] = 60,952 kip-in
||                SCOMP[T2] = SLT[T2] = SST[T2] = 1,743.2 in 3

||
|| ● determine moment to cause yielding in 

compression (bottom) flange
||      MY[C] = MD1 + MD2 + MAD[C] = 113,911 kip-in
||           MAD[C] = (Fyf - MD1/SNC[C] - MD2/SCOMP[C]) SCOM[C] = 53,467 kip-in
||                SNC[C] = 2,278.2 in 3

||                SCOMP[C] = SLT[C] = SST[C] = 2,278.2 in 3

||
|| Dc = |fc| / ( |fc|+ft ) d - tfc = 25.968 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range

||      d = 59.250 in depth of steel section
||      tbc = 2.750 in thickness of bottom flange

     DETERMINATION OF YIELD MOMENT My (for constructibility check) [AASHTO D6.2, p. 6-252]      
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      || indicates that corresponding checks are applicable for section under consideration (based on user's input)
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|| Input
||
|| fc = 15.3 ksi sum of compression flange stresses [import 

from Stresses tab, for DC1]
|| ft = 16.3 ksi sum of tension flange stresses  [import from 

Stresses tab, for DC1]
|| Fyf = 50.0 ksi specified minimum yield strength of flange

|| Noncomposite Section in Negative Flexure
||
|| MY = min( SNC[T]Fyf, SNC[C]Fyf ) = 107,145 kip-in
||      note: MY = 8,929 kip-ft
||      SNC[T] = 2,142.9 in 3 section modulus for tension flange
||      SNC[C] = 2,278.2 in 3 section modulus for compression flange
||
|| Dc = |fc| / ( |fc|+ft ) d - tfc = 25.968 in depth of web in compression in the elastic range

||      d = 59.250 in depth of steel section
||      tbc = 2.750 in thickness of bottom flange
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Model B

file:///E:/csi_models/ondrej/test_problems/csi_bridge/steel%20bridge%20design%20XML/report/B.04%20report%20-%20model%20B.odp


  

Model C
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Model C
● Model C uses staged construction to simulate 

the erection of the bridge.
● The design request is based on the staged 

construction load case.
● This model is currently a part of model A and 

may be isolated as a separate model in the 
future.



  

Load Cases
The following are the most important load cases were setup for model C:

● Service (staged): staged construction load case to reflect the construction 
sequence and apply unfactored loads

● Strength 1 (staged): staged construction load case to reflect the construction 
sequence and apply factored loads

● Service (staged, with pours): similar to the “Service (staged)” load case, but 
the deck is added in 3 pours

● Strength 1 (staged, with pours): similar to the “Strength 1 (staged)” load 
case, but the deck is added in 3 pours

● LL - 1 lane (after staged): moving load case with factored live loads applied 
to a model with stiffness at the end of “Strength 1 (staged)” load case.



  

Stresses Due to Staged 
Construction – G2 at 1.000L (120')

CSI Bridge Output for
Spreadsheet Calculations “Strength 1 (staged)” load case

Factor

DC1 -15.3 1.25 -19.1 -19.1 -18.9 -18.9
DC2 -2.2 1.25 -2.8 -21.9 -21.4
DW -3.1 1.5 -4.7 -26.5 -25.5
LL+I -12.4 1.75 -21.7 -48.2 -10.3
Comments:
(1) CSI Bridge LL+I factored stress is based on the distribution from the analysis for 1 lane loaded,
     while the spreadsheet value is based on user-calculated distribution factors.

Unfactored 
Stresses

Factored 
Stresses

Cumulative 
Factored 
Stresses

Factored 
Stresses

Cumulative 
Factored 
Stresses

Stresses at the 
Bottom of Girder [ksi]



  

Comparison of Models A, B and C



  

Strength Limit State -
No Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Design Request a_ Strength 1 b_ Strength 1 c_ Strength 1

Mu Combo a- Strength 1 b- Strength 1 c- Strength 1

Mu [kip-ft]
D/C ratio [-] 0.868 0.906 0.867

Mu [kip-ft]
D/C ratio [-] 1.138 1.094 1.142

G2 Shear at 120ft
[kips]

D/C ratio [-] 1.301 1.291 1.301

Comments:
(1) The above results are for build V15.1.0_S

Mdnc Combo a- Mdnc (Strength) b- Mdnc (Strength) a- Mdnc (Strength)
Mdc Combo a- Mdnc (Strength) b- Mdnc (Strength) a- Mdnc (Strength)

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

Vu

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Strength Limit State -
With Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comment

Design Request a_ Strength 1 (pours) c_ Strength 1 (pours)

Mu Combo a- Strength 1 (pours) c- Strength 1 (pours)

Mu [kip-ft]
D/C ratio [-] 0.863 0.862

Mu [kip-ft]
D/C ratio [-] 1.148 1.150

G2 Shear at 120ft
[kips]

D/C ratio [-] 1.303 1.303

Comments:

Not Aplicable

Mdnc Combo a- Mdnc (Strength) a- Mdnc (Strength)
Mdc Combo a- Mdnc (Strength) a- Mdnc (Strength)

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

Vu

(1) The above results are for CsiBridge V15.1.0_S.

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Fatigue Limit State

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comment Not Checked Not Checked

Design Request a_ Fatigue
Fatigue Combo a- Fatigue

G2 Shear at 120ft
[kips] 32.58
[kips] 368.56

D/C ratio [-] 0.088

Notes:

Vu
Vcr

(1) The above results are for CSiBridge V15.0.1_W

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Service Limit State -
No Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comments

Design Request a_ Service b_Service c_ Service

Ms Combo a- Service 2 b- Service 2 c- Service 2

D/C ratio [-] 0.887 0.921 0.924

D/C ratio [-] 0.682 0.652 0.697

G2 Shear at 120ft

D/C ratio [-] not calculated not calculated not calculated

Notes:

Mdnc Combo a- Mdnc (Service 2) b- Mdnc (Service 2) a- Mdnc (Service 2)
Mdc Combo a- Mdc (Service 2) b- Mdc (Service 2) a- Mdc (Service 2)

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

(1) The above results are for CsiBridge V15.1.0_S.

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Service Limit State -
With Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comments Not Applicable

Design Request a_ Service (pours) c_ Service (pours)

DSet1 (Ms Combo) a- Service 2 (pours) c- Service 2 (pours)

D/C ratio [-] 0.880 0.918

D/C ratio [-] 0.690 0.702

G2 Shear at 120ft

D/C ratio [-] not calculated not calculated

Notes:

Mdnc Combo a- Mdnc (Service 2) a- Mdnc (Service 2)
Mdc Combo a- Mdc (Service 2) a- Mdc (Service 2)

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

(1) The above results are for CSiBridge V15.1.0_S.

ok, 4/25/2011



  

Constructability Limit State -
No Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comments

Design Request
Demand Set 1 a- Strength IV c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1a
Demand Set 2 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1b
Demand Set 3 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1c
Demand Set 4 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d

D/C ratio [-] 0.649 0.652

D/C ratio [-] 0.547 0.551

G2 Shear at 120ft
[kips]

D/C ratio [-] 0.501 0.504

Notes:

a_ Constr c_ Constr

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

Vu

(1) The above results are for CsiBridge V15.1.0_S, except for shear ratio for Model A that was obtained from V15.1.0_Y.

ok, 5/7/2011



  

Constructability Limit State -
With Pour Sequence

Parameter Units Model A Model B Model C

Status/Comments Not Applicable

Design Request
Demand Set 1 a- Strength 4 (pour) c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1a
Demand Set 2 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1b
Demand Set 3 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1c
Demand Set 4 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d pour 1
Demand Set 5 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d harden 1
Demand Set 6 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d pour 2
Demand Set 7 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d harden 2
Demand Set 8 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d pour 3
Demand Set 9 c. Strength 4 DL, stage DC1d harden 3

D/C ratio [-] 0.633 0.807

D/C ratio [-] 0.558 0.564

G2 Shear at 120ft
[kips]

D/C ratio [-] 0.503 0.509

Notes:

a_ Constr (pour) c_ Constr (pour)

G2 Positive Flexure at 50ft

G2 Negative Flexure at 120ft

Vu

(1) The above results were obtained in CsiBridge V15.1.0_S, except for shear ratio for Model A that was obtained from V15.1.0_Y.

ok, 5/7/2011
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CSiBridge Tabular Output
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Model B
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Model C
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